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I GREATLY APPRECIATE you taking the time to read our 

newsletter. It is because of you that we are able to make 

a difference in the lives of Chicago’s Jewish families. Your 

ceaseless support is immeasurable and we hope that, 

together, we can continue serving as a valuable community 

resource and a wellspring of relief for those in need.

For over 30 years, our wide range of chesed services and 

programs has been assisting the Chicago community, alleviating 

the pain of those going through hard times and helping 

individuals in a sensitive and discreet 

manner. We are proud of our 

staff, volunteers and donors 

and the work that they do 

to help Chicago community 

members better 

their lives, 

and we look 

forward to 

continuing our services as 

long as they’re necessary.

A Message from  
      Rabbi Shmuel Fuerst
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We are always excited to develop new programs that are truly 

life-transforming. With generous financial backing, countless 

volunteer hours, and leadership from a dedicated board, we 

can make that happen. Today, Chicago Chesed Fund has seen 

the scope of its work grow tremendously, offering support in 

a wide range of areas, including assistance with government 

programs and, more recently, our Bright Futures division, our 

referral network that provides referrals to people of all ages for 

mental health and related services of all kinds.

Chicago Chesed Fund’s work is far from over. We continue 

to innovate and provide various ways for volunteers to get 

involved. Our upcoming 5K run will, IY”H, be an exciting 

event that will see selfless chesed-enthusiasts joining together 

to help Chicago Chesed Fund provide food for families who 

need assistance

The tremendous amount of chesed going on in our community 

is astounding and something we should never take for 

granted. We hope that you will continue your support for 

the Chicago Chesed Fund as we continue ensuring lifelong 

change for countless families and helping those most in need. 

Sincerely,

  
Founder, Chicago Chesed Fund
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An evening of games,  
tunes and food
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T he Chicago Chesed Fund teamed up with 
the Shomrim Society of Illinois (a fraternal 
organization of Jewish Law Enforcement Officers 

promoting religious spirit, fraternal relations, friendship, 
understanding and cooperation among members) to 
brighten the holidays for many of Chicago’s Jewish youth.

In a family entertainment center located in a suburb right 

outside the windy city, the powerful light of Chanukah 

danced its way into the hearts of Chicago’s youth. 

The Chicago Chesed Fund collaborated with the Shomrim Society 

of Illinois to brighten Chanukah for Chicago’s underprivileged 

Jewish children, at their annual Chanukah event in Northbrook, 

Illinois. Children of all ages, their families and Shomrim members 

visited Nickel City to indulge in an evening of exciting arcade 

games, catchy tunes and delicious food.

The two-and-a-half-hour fun-filled event saw its yearly 

success yet again as the children in attendance spent 

the fifth night of the holiday enjoying a festive Chanukah 

celebration. Equipped with a slew of tokens provided for 

LIGHTS, 

CHANUKAH, Action!
them at the door, kids raced from arcade  

to arcade, absorbing the flashing lights and sounds to  

smash buttons with their friends. They were also treated  

to a buffet of holiday-inspired bites, including savory 

doughnuts and tasty sweets.

“This was their Chanukah,” explained Steven Marchfield, 

the Shomrim Society of Illinois’ Immediate Past President 

and retired Chicago police officer. “It provided them with an 

excitement for the holidays they most likely would not have 

been able to experience otherwise. The smiles and shrieks of 

laughter that filled the room told it all.”

In addition to video games, kids were also given the chance 

to meet some special guests, shaking hands and conversing 

with Jewish police officers from the Shomrim Society 

of Illinois. Officers greeted children with warm smiles, 

delivering inspiration to the next generation. Marchfield 

added, “speaking with these children was heartwarming. 

Chicago Chesed Fund has helped us give back to the less 

fortunate, as well as provide an opportunity for kids to meet 

local heroes and impart a sense of safety knowing there are 

officers of the Jewish faith standing in their corner.” 

HAVE AN IDEA FOR AN EVENT?  We’d love to hear from you!
Contact us at 847.679.7799 x104 and let’s work together for a great cause.
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Well before the annual 
whirlwinds of Pesach approach, 
the Chicago Chesed Fund 
tirelessly prepares for a holiday 
filled with giving and joy.
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R’ Fuerst and the entire CCF team 
meet to chart out yearly Pesach 
assistance initiative

        Large       
       food      
    orders  
   placed

CCF sends 
truck to pick 
up 3 pallets      
       of meat

898 cases 
of chicken 
delivered 
to CCF 
warehouse

CCF receives 
shipment of 
paper goods

Wholesale Pesach forms sent out to  
CCF Yom Tov Shoppers. Free Pesach forms 
sent out to Food Pantry Clients

Children’s Purim costumes are distributed

Kedem trucks 
arrive

Community 
members 
pick up 
their Pesach 
orders

Women 
receive new 
robes for the 
holiday

Two extra aisles 
of Pesach food 
and paper goods 
open in CCF 
headquarters

Post-Purim 
in-school 
food drives

Extra Second 
Time Around 
clothing pick-ups

Chometz retrieval 
from local schools 
and shuls

Boys’ 
Shabbos 
shirts 
ordered

PESACH

Beyond the Matzah

 Pesach 
Orders

47,000  
lbs. of chicken

5 pallets of  
fish products

4 pallets of  
canned goods

4½ pallets of cheese

13 pallets of  
grape juice

7 pallets of apple juice

1 pallet of jarred  
gefilte fish
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Quick Tips to Improve  
Your Financial Budget
with Eliezer  
HILDESHAIM3

ELIEZER HILDESHAIM is a principal at Marcum LLP and a budgeting consultant 

at Chicago Chesed Fund and one of the organization’s first volunteers since it 

was founded in 1987. We spoke with Eliezer to discuss the Chicago Chesed 

Fund’s budgeting service, how it works and why it is so important for the community.

1. Take advantage of the Chicago Chesed Fund’s 
budgeting service.
In order to create an efficient budget plan, I meet with the family to discuss their 
monthly expenses and how they ended up in their current situation. Once we have 
pinpointed the problem areas, I identify and prioritize specific items, from necessities, 
such as mortgage and food, to excess fees, such as cell phones and entertainment. 
Our goal is to then determine a way to cut unnecessary spending, whether it means 
recommending they begin shopping at our pantry to save on food costs, enabling 
them to receive government assistance or helping them recover from credit card 
debt. If we can lower their monthly expenses by even $100 a month, it can make a 
major difference in their lives.

2. Keep to a specific budget.
Often times a strategic budgeting plan is set in place and upkept 

for a period of time, but the family fails to fully incorporate it 
into their daily lives. The plan slowly deteriorates and the family 
falls back into the same hole they worked so desperately to 
climb out of. Staying committed to a plan is the only way to 
truly overcome debt. It means practicing self-control, and 
sometimes setting up boundaries for yourself to ensure you 
don’t cross the line.

3. Live within your means.
A challenge in today’s society is the “keeping up with the 
Joneses” mentality that has crept its way into the lives of 
many people. Stay true to your financial situation and refrain 
from spending more than you can afford. It is paramount to 
be happy with and appreciate all that you have.

Eliezer Hildeshaim is a principal in Marcum LLP’s Tax & Business Services 
division and a member of the Not-for-Profit Practice group. In his 30 years’ 

experience, he has worked extensively with clients to establish and secure their 
tax-exempt status, including preparing applications and overseeing the formation 
of tax-exempt entities. He has served on numerous nonprofit boards in the 

Chicago metropolitan area and has lectured on the formation and benefits of tax-
exempt organizations and private foundations.
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A SON’S BOUNDLESS LOVE FOR HIS FATHER 

and a familial admiration for chesed gave 

birth to the Irving M. Footlik Memorial Tool 

Gemach. With a wide range of tools at its disposal, the 

gemach provides Chicago residents with an opportunity 

to acquire tools they would not otherwise be able to 

access. Whether it’s building a baby crib or a sukkah, the 

tool gemach enables individuals to get the job done.

TOOLS to  
SUCCESS:

The Irving M. Footlik  
Memorial Tool Gemach

SENTIMENTAL VALUE
After the passing of his father, Robert Footlik sought a 

worthy cause for his father’s trusted tools. He realized that 

the perfect destination was none other than the organization 

his father had held so dear to his heart. “My father had 

an enormous respect for Rabbi Shmuel Fuerst and his 

dedication to helping his community,” said Robert.

In order to make this a reality, Robert surveyed the building 

and identified an unused office suitable for housing the tool 

gemach. Helped by a donation from a local foundation, Robert 

purchased materials and additional tools, and renovated the 

space for what is now the tool gemach. From power and 

hand, to woodworking and electrical tools, the gemach is 

stocked with tools that can help individuals in many ways. “The 

difference between being handy and not being handy is having 

the tools to do the job. We want to give people the confidence 

to do a little more for themselves, improve their surroundings 

and perhaps even learn a new trade.”

The gemach also provides a place where people can donate 

their own extra tools. “People have approached me asking 

where they can donate their father’s tools or maybe they are 

moving and looking to get rid of extra stuff.”

WHAT’S NEXT FOR THE TOOL GEMACH?
“We are currently working with select businesses to acquire 

paint for our locals,” explains Robert. “Painting a baby’s 

room, freshening up the living room walls, there are always 

occasions where paint comes in handy. Anyone can do it 

with a little direction and chesed.” 

The perfect destination 
was none other than the 
organization his father had 
held so dear to his heart.
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Brighten your friend’s and family’s holiday 
by sending them this year’s all new Purim 
card! Proceeds will be handed out as 
Matanos L’evyonim on Purim day.

EJ’s Pizzeria / Hat Box Suit Central / Hungarian Kosher Supermarket 
Ken’s Diner & Grille / Kesher Stam / Kol Tuv / Main Pizza 
Rosenblum’s World of Judaica / Pearl Cohen (Skokie) – 847.677.0310 
Aviva Gordon (Skokie) – 847.674.0698 / Chavi Neuhaus  
(Peterson Park) – 773.588.7959 / Bobbie Nussbaum (West Rogers Park) 
773.465.8334 / Flora Lee Weiss (Lincolnwood) – 773.588.2241  
Chicago Chesed Fund Office – 847.679.7799

To order, call 847.679.7799 x106  
or visit ChicagoChesedFund.org

Share  the  Joys 
     of  Purim

Newly 
designed and 

enhanced 
paper stock! 
Same great 

price!

Ask us about bulk orders.
Free delivery with $50 order (takes two business days).
Order must be placed by Tuesday, March 7th before 
noon to be eligible for delivery.

Chicago Chesed Fund Purim cards  
are available at the following locations:
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NAVIGATING  
GOVERNMENT  

PROGRAMS

Helping families 
receive the  
assistance  
they need —  
all under one roof

parent’s inability to provide the most basic monthly essentials for their 

families can be a demoralizing and heartbreaking experience. With  

the financial help that government programs provide, families  

have been able to cover key expenses they would otherwise  

not be able to afford, such as food, health insurance and  

utility bills. However, because of a lack of awareness  

about these programs and the often complex  

registration processes, many struggling  

families find it challenging to receive  

the assistance they so 

 desperately need.

A

Cover Story
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HOW WE HELP
The Chicago Chesed Fund assists 

with a wide range of today’s beneficial 

government programs that can help 

relieve some of the financial burden 

from many of Chicago’s Jewish families.

SNAP – 
As a licensed Supplemental Nutrition 

Assistance Program organization with 

the ability to register individuals and 

their families for food stamps, we offer 

a simpler way for people to get the 

help they need. We guide applicants 

through the entire process, such as 

helping fill out registration documents, 

providing important information on 

how to properly take full advantage of 

the program and gaining recertification 

after being mysteriously denied. 

Medicaid – 
We make it easy for applicants to 

become insured and help them to 

Recognizing the magnitude of gov-

ernment programs and the significant 

roles they play in the lives of many, the 

Chicago Chesed Fund embarked on a 

mission ten years ago to ensure that all 

qualifying individuals and families seek-

ing government relief would receive 

the necessary assistance. 

“Many people don’t even know these 

programs exist,” explained Rabbi Yosef 

Fuerst, noting that despite their wide 

popularity, applying for government 

aid can slip through the cracks as 

individuals and families are often too 

occupied with trying to ‘make it.’ He 

added, “Even if they are aware of these 

programs, people can be unfamiliar 

with how they work, including how 

to register, the benefits provided and 

if they qualify. The Chicago Chesed 

Fund’s goal is to help people navigate 

through the challenges of various gov-

ernment programs.”

understand the benefits. Whether it’s 

helping with an application, provid-

ing greater insight of one’s options or 

resolving issues where family members 

are unknowingly removed from a plan, 

we help applicants successfully navi-

gate the Medicaid maze. 

LIHEAP – 
Low Income Home Energy Assistance 

Program, or LIHEAP, helps pay gas and 

electric bills based on eligibility. Our 

professionally trained staff of LIHEAP 

experts have helped families ensure 

that they have proper heat, air condi-

tioning and electricity. In addition to 

answering any questions they may have 

and helping fill out applications, we 

streamline the operation and process 

their information for them. With up to 

$15k in potential assistance, LIHEAP 

can be a vital tool to help applicants 

cover their utility bills each month.

“One of the largest benefits of the 

Chicago Chesed Fund’s government as-

sistance program is that help with all of 

our offered programs can be received 

under one roof,” explained Chani 

Goldman, Director of Special Projects 

at Chicago Chesed Fund. “People 

are very grateful for the opportunity 

to have everything completed at one 

time, as opposed to waiting for hours in 

separate government offices.”

Chicago Chesed Fund has over a de-

cade of experience in guiding Chicago 

families to receive substantial govern-

ment funding. “Our long-standing rela-

tionships with many of the government 

programs are crucial to our service,” 

said Rabbi Yosef Fuerst, “and have 

enabled the Chicago Chesed Fund to 

simplify and expedite assistance to all 

of our applicants.” 

People are very grateful for the opportunity to have 
everything completed at one time, as opposed to 
waiting for hours in separate government offices.
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The Future 
is Bright
A mental health referral network that has  
blossomed into a vital community resource

Over the last decade, more and more Jewish children across 

Chicago have required mental health services. “The number 

of potentially at-risk and already at-risk children needing 

testing, evaluation, and/or special services is increasing at an alarming 

rate of 10% yearly,” asserted Rabbi Avrohom Moller, Director of the 

Associated Talmud Torahs, the governing body for religious Jewish 

schools throughout the Chicagoland area.
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Locating the proper special services for a child had been 

a challenge for many of Chicago’s parents. The system in 

place, while seemingly efficient, presented strong challeng-

es. Parents would receive a notification from their child’s 

school recommending their son or daughter receive testing 

by a certain specialist for a complication that was hindering 

their learning capabilities, such as ADHD, auditory process-

ing, behavioral issues, etc. However, services were limited 

and many of the mental health professionals endorsed by 

the school were often not covered under their family’s insur-

ance. With few places to turn for guidance, families were left 

feeling lost and confused.

Bright Futures, a division of the Chicago Chesed Fund, was 

created to provide assistance to parents seeking the proper 

mental health care for their children, while saving both 

time and money. “We didn’t want families to feel helpless 

about their situation,” said Chani Goldman, Director of 

Special Projects at Chicago Chesed Fund. The program is 

comprised of a network of providers from a broad range of 

health services, including occupational, speech and vision 

therapy, mental health, psych and neuro evaluations, and 

much more.

The project has grown tremendously. Over time, the office 

began receiving calls from parents outside Chicago’s school 

systems, seeking assistance for a wide variety of health 

issues, including partial and residential hospitalization 

programs, eating clinics, etc. Given this need, the scope of 

services has expanded to include all types of referrals. 

The comprehensive network provides more than merely 

names and numbers. Explained Mrs. Goldman, “we’ve 

included all kinds of beneficial information for health services, 

such as their hours, which ages they treat, which specialists 

or doctors are available at each practice, if they offer a sliding 

scale option to reduce costs, and other useful knowledge that 

can best direct parents to the proper care for their child.”

An important feature of the program is the financial support 

offered to parents. Often times, the high costs of special 

services are simply too much for parents to bear. “It be-

comes especially difficult for parents with multiple children 

in need of assistance,” said Mrs. Goldman. The Chicago 

Chesed Fund has been awarded numerous foundation 

grants in order to help families pay for these services.

An honorable act of kindness, courtesy of one of the 
largest banks in the U.S., highlighted an exciting 2016 
of precious gift-giving. A special thank you to Bank 
of America for their donation to help Chicago Chesed 
Fund expand their mental health services. Their 
generous contribution has assisted Chicago Chesed 
Fund in their efforts to offer more substantial subsidies 
for those in need. CCF also acknowledges the much 
appreciated $12,500 received from Washington Square 
Health Foundation.

THE NETWORK INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO:

• Mental health assessments & testing

• Behavioral evaluations & therapy

• LD evaluations, testing & therapy

• Speech evaluations & therapy

• Occupational therapy & evaluations

• Vision evaluations & therapy

• Physical therapy & evaluations

• Auditory processing evaluations & therapy

• Follow-up counseling

• Medication management

• ADHD & behavior-related coaching

• Advocacy for special services & children with disabilities

• Other special services & programs

This referral system is available to all families, is not based on 

income and is offered without charge. Grants are only available 

to families with a demonstrated financial need

To learn more about Bright Futures, call Chani Goldman at:  

847-679-7799 x166 or email chanig@chicagochesedfund.org
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Stay tuned for more information

A Men’s 5K run to support  
Chicago’s Jewish families 
in need.  sunday, april 30

Save the Date!

A project of

Teams now forming! 
Contact Goldie Rebel for more information.
847-679-7799 ext 104
Speed2feed@chicagochesedfund.org


